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Abstract
The protocol reported here describes an optical method for �exible manipulation of particles and cells.
Using a tapered optical �bre probe launched with a laser at 980-nm wavelength, particles and cells can be
stably trapped, targeted driven to designated positions, and �exibly arranged into desired patterns. This
method provides a highly potential avenue for highly �exible and precise manipulation of biological
objects.

Introduction
The ability of manipulating mesoscopic particles and cells with high precision and �exibility is extremely
important for a wide variety of �elds from physics, biochemistry, to biomedicine. Particularly, the ability of
arranging particles and cells into desired patterns precisely is a challenge for numerous physical and
biological applications. Conventional optical tweezers \(COTs) based on standard microscopes by
focusing free space light beams using high-numerical-aperture objectives, have been widely used for
manipulate objects ranging in size from tens of nanometers such as proteins and DNA molecules, to tens
of micrometers such as colloidal particles1, and are constantly delivering new insights and discoveries2-4.
However, the relatively bulky structure of the focusing objective and optical system make it lacking of
�exibility in move and manipulation. In addition, to arrange objects into desired patterns, complicated
assistant methods, such as holographic elements5 and lithographic surface plasmon substrates6, are
needed in COTs, making it di�cult for arranging particles with any desired con�gurations. This protocol
reports an optical method for �exible manipulation \(stable trapping, targeted driving, and �exible
arrangement) of particles and cells using a single tapered �bre probe.

Reagents
1) Particle sample \(silica particles, diameter: 3 and 0.7 μm, Sphere Scienti�c Co., Ltd, China). 2) Cell
sample \(yeast cells, average diameter: 4 µm; _Escherichia coli_ \(_E. coli_) bacteria, rod-shaped, about
0.7 × 2 µm). 3) Deionized water.

Equipment
**Equipment for tapered �bre probe \(TFP) fabrication:** 1) Commercial single-mode optical �bre \
(connector type: FC/PC, core diameter: 9 µm, cladding diameter: 125 µm, Corning Inc.) \(key part of the
TFP). 2) A �bre stripper for stripping off the polymer jacket of the �bre. 3) An alcohol lamp for heating the
�bre. 4) Tweezers to hold up the �bre. 5) Glass capillary \(inner diameter: 0.9 mm, wall thickness: 0.1 mm,
length: ~120 mm) to sheathe the �bre. **Equipment for sample preparation:** 1) Weighing bottle \(25 ×
25 mm). 2) Microcentrifuge tube \(1.5 mL). 3) Ultrasonic instrument \(CD-820, CODYSON, China). 4)
Glass slide \(25.4 × 76.2 mm, 1~1.2 mm thick). 5) Micro-syringe \(1 mL). **Experimental setup for optical
manipulation \(Fig. 1a):** 1) A personal computer interfaced microscope with a charge-coupled device \
(CCD) is used for real-time monitoring and image capture. The microscope \(Union, Hisomet II) consists
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of a series of objectives. The speci�cations of objective, including magni�cation, numerical aperture \
(NA) and working distance \(WD), are ×5 \(NA = 0.10, WD = 19.0 mm), ×10 \(NA = 0.20, WD = 16.4 mm),
×20 \(NA = 0.40, WD = 11.2 mm), ×40 \(NA = 0.50, WD = 10.0 mm), ×50 \(NA = 0.75, WD = 1.5 mm), and
×100 \(NA = 0.73, WD = 1.0 mm). A translation stage \(50 nm in resolution) is equipped with the
microscope for holding and manipulation the sample. 2) A laser source \(laser wavelength: 980 nm,
LU0980M330, Lumics, Germany) is used for optical power supply. 3) An optical splitter \(10% : 90%), the
10% end is connected to an optical power meter, and the 90% end is used for optical manipulation. 4) An
optical power meter \(OMM-6810B, ILX Lightwave, USA) is used for measuring optical power. 5) A six-
axis manipulator \(Kohzu Precision Co., Ltd., 50 nm in resolution) is used for �xing and manipulating the
TFP.

Procedure
**Preparation of sample suspensions:** 1) Dilute the particles \(3-μm-diameter) with deionized water in a
weighing bottle, the concentration \(weight ratio of particles to water) is about 1 : 2,000. The method for
preparing 0.7-μm-diameter particle suspension is the same as that for the 3-μm-diameter particle
suspension. 2) Put the weighing bottle with particle suspension into an ultrasonic instrument, turn on the
instrument and treat it with about 10 minutes to get a monodisperse particle suspension. 3) Dilute the
yeast cells with deionized water in a microcentrifuge tube. The density of the cell is about 1.0 × 108

#/mL. To ensure the cells in dispersed state, the suspension is kept in a static state for about 10 minutes.
4) Dilute the _E. coli_ bacteria with deionized water in a microcentrifuge tube, The density of _E. coli_
bacteria is about 1.2 × 108 #/mL. To ensure the bacteria in dispersed state, the suspension is kept in a
static state for about 10 minutes. **Fabrication of TFP:** 1) Strip off the polymer jacket of the single-
mode optical �bre with a �bre stripper, fabricate a bare �bre of 160-mm in length and 125-μm in diameter.
2) Sheathe the bare �bre with a glass capillary. 3) Light the alcohol lamp, seize the left and right parts of
the bare �bre outside the capillary with left hand and the tweezers, respectively, make sure the bare �bre
being heated by the outer �ame of the alcohol lamp with a heating zone of about 2~3 mm. After heating
about 1 minute, draw the �bre with a speed at about 0.3 mm/s for about 30 seconds. The �bre diameter
is decreased from 125 to 10 μm with a length of about 2 mm. Then draw the �bre with a high speed at
about 2 mm/s until the �bre broke with a sharply tapered end. Finally, a TFP is fabricated. 4) Fix the TFP
on the six-axis manipulator, and observe it under the microscope with different objectives. The image is
displayed on the screen of the computer \(see Fig. 1b). **Manipulation of particles and cells:** 1)
Connect the laser source, optical splitter, optical power meter, and TFP as shown in Fig. 1a. 2) Place a
clean glass slide on the translation stage of the microscope, pipette a droplet of particle \(3-μm-diameter
silica) suspension \(0.1 mL) on the glass slide with a micro-syringe. Adjust the six-axis manipulator to
move the TFP inside the suspension and adjust the microscope until the TFP and particles appear inside
the �eld of view. Change the objectives from ×5 to ×100 to have a clear view of the TFP and particles.
Move the TFP to get close to particles by adjusting the six-axis manipulator. 3) Turn on the laser source,
tune the knob on the laser source until the optical power displayed on the optical power meter is 2 mW.
The particles beside the TFP axis will be trapped to the axis by the transverse optical gradient force as
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shown in Fig. 2a-c. 4) Increase the optical power displayed on the power meter to 4.5 mW. The particles
along the TFP axis will be trapped and/or driven away by the dominant optical gradient force and
scattering force, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2d,e. 5) Move the TFP in different directions, the trapped
and driven particles can be manipulated �exibly in different directions, as shown in Fig. 2f. 6) Keep the
optical power displayed on the power meter at 4.5 mW, and move the TFP until the particles are along the
TFP axis but with different distances. You will see single particle being trapped or driven away \(see
Supplementary Video 1 and Video 2). Different manipulation distances \(_D_M) for particles with different
axial working distances \(_D_A) and optical powers launched into the TFP are shown in Fig. 3a and b,
respectively. 7) Tune the optical power displayed on the power meter at 2.8 mW, move the TFP to trap and
pick up individual particles and deliver them to designated positions to form desired patterns \(see
Supplementary Video 3). 8) Tune the optical power displayed on the optical power meter at 3.9 mW, move
the TFP to drive particles to designated positions to form desired patterns \(see Supplementary Video 4).
9) Combine the abilities of trapping and driving, different patterns can be arranged as shown in Fig. 4.
10) To manipulate sub-micron sized particles, using another clean glass slide and pipette a droplet of
particle \(0.7-μm-diameter silica) suspension \(0.1 mL) on the slide, follow the procedure as described in
2) of section **Manipulation of particles and cells**. 11) Turn on the laser source, tune the knob on the
laser source until the optical power displayed on the power meter is 3.3 mW. The particle near the TFP tip
will be trapped by the dominant optical gradient force as shown in Fig. 5aI. For those particles with a
larger distance to the TFP tip, they will be driven away by the dominant optical scattering force as shown
in Fig. 5aII. 12) To manipulate cells, using another clean glass slide and pipette a droplet of yeast cell
suspension \(0.1 mL) on the slide, follow the procedures as described in 2) of section **Manipulation of
particles and cells**. 13) Turn on the laser source, tune the knob on the laser source until the optical
power displayed on the power meter is 2.8 mW, the yeast cell near the TFP tip will be trapped by the
dominant optical gradient force as shown in Fig. 5bI. For those cells with a larger distance to the TFP tip,
they will be driven away by the dominant optical scattering force as shown in Fig. 5bII. 14) Change a new
glass slide for manipulation of _E. coli_ bacteria. 15) Follow the method for manipulation of yeast cells,
the power displayed on the meter is also 2.8 mW, the trapping and driving of _E. coli_ bacteria are shown
in Fig. 5cI and cII, respectively. 16) After �nishing manipulation of each kind of particles and cells,
remember to turn off the laser.

Timing
Preparing each sample: about 15 minutes Fabrication a TFP: about 3 minutes Manipulation of each
particle sample: depending on the manipulation types \(trapping, driving, moving, and arrangement), it
may take about 1 to 10 minutes.

Troubleshooting
The bare �bre breaks easily, therefore, much attention should be paid on your safety avoiding the broken
�bre segments to prick into your hands.
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Figures

Figure 1

Figure 2 *A sequence of optical microscope images recorded for trapping and driving of particles by TFP.*
(a) _t_ = 0 s, without light launched into the TFP, yellow dashed line indicates the original location of the
TFP. Particles A, B, and C were randomly suspended. Inset schematically shows the location of a particle,
_D_~A~ and _D_~T~ indicate the axial distance and transverse distance of a particle to the TFP tip and
the axis, respectively. (b) TFP launched with an optical power of 18 mW (980-nm wavelength) for _t_ =
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0.55 s, Particle B was trapped to the axis in y direction, blue circle I indicates the location of particle B in
panel (a). (c) _t_ = 1.31 s, particles A and B were moved in –y direction, yellow circle I and blue circle II
indicate the respective locations of particles A and B in panel (b). (d) _t_ = 1.72 s, power increased to 40
mW, particle A was trapped and particle B was driven away, yellow circle II and blue circle III indicate the
locations of particles A and B in panel (c). (e) For _t_ = 3.79 s, yellow circle III, blue dashed line, and white
dashed line indicate the locations of particle A in panel (d), TFP in panel (d), and TFP in panel (e),
respectively. (f) For _t_ = 8.79 s, yellow circle IV indicates the location of particle A in panel (e). Particle C
kept static in the whole process.

Figure 2

Figure 1 *Experimental setup.* (a) Schematic of experimental setup, a 980-nm laser is split into two parts
with 10% connected to an optical power meter and 90% injected into the TFP which is immersed in a
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silica particle suspension. The �bre is sheathed by a glass capillary and manipulated by a six-axis
manipulator. All the experimental data can be obtained by a personal computer (PC) interfaced
microscope with a CCD camera. (b) Optical microscope image of the TFP. Diameter of the TFP is
decreased from 10.6 to 1.6 µm within 45.6-µm axial distance.

Figure 3

*Trapping and driving abilities.* (a) Manipulation distance (_D_~M~) for particles as a function of
_D_~A~ (_D_~T~ = 0 µm). Negative values indicate particles being trapped, while positive values for
driven. Inset I is a detailed description of the light blue region. Insets II and III show the images for the
trapping and driving performance with _D_~A~ = 6.56 and 7.03 µm, respectively. (b) _D_~M~ as a
function of input optical power (_P_) for particles at _D_~A~ = 12 µm and _D_~T~ = 0 µm. Linear �t
shows _D_~M~ increases with increasing _P_.
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Figure 4

*Images of particle positioning and arrangement.* (a) From left to right is sequential arrangement of a
hexagon with 6 particles. The yellow arrows indicate the TFP. (b) Sequential arrangement of a triangle
with 6 particles. (c) Arrangement of a line, a parallelogram, a pentagon, a jointed threefold pattern, and a
disjointed threefold pattern, respectively. (d) Arrangement of letters “T” for Trapping, “D” for Driving, “A”
for Arrangement, and “S”, “Y”, and “U” for “Sun Yat-Sen University”. Scale bars are 20 µm.
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Figure 5

*Optical microscope images for trapping and driving of particles with different sizes and materials.* (a)
Trapping and driving of 0.7-µm-diameter SiO~2~ particles with an optical power of 30 mW. (aI) For
trapping, at trapping time _t_~1~ = 0 s, the particle was 1.1 µm away from the TFP. At _t_~1~ = 1 s, the
particle was trapped; (aII) For driving, at driving time _t_~2~ = 0 s, the particle was 3 µm away from the
TFP. At _t_~2~ = 2 s, the particles was driven away with 3.8 µm. (b) Trapping and driving of yeast cells
with an optical power of 25 mW. (bI) For trapping, at _t_~1~ = 0 s, the cell is 5.7 µm away from the TFP.
At _t_~1~ = 1 s, the cell was trapped; (bII) For driving, at _t_~2~ = 0 s, the cell was 12.6 µm away from the
TFP. At _t_~2~ = 2 s, the cell was driven away with 14.9 µm. (c) Trapping and driving of _E. coli_ with an
optical power of 25 mW. (cI) For trapping, at _t_~1~ = 0 s, the _E. coli_ was 1.3 µm away from the TFP. At
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_t_~1~ = 1 s, the _E. coli_ was trapped; (cII) For driving, at _t_~2~ = 0 s, the _E. coli_ was 3.3 µm away
from the TFP. At _t_~2~ = 2 s, the _E. coli_ was driven away with 5.4 µm.
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